Site visit for Shell students

08 November 2016
First year NESCol Shell Engineering Scheme
students recently attended the Shell St Fergus
Gas Plant where the cohort were presented with
their Personal Protection Equipment as part of
their induction programme.

Steve Morris, Plant Manager for Shell at St
Fergus said, “Each year, we’re impressed by
the calibre of the students we meet during their
time at Shell. It’s a pleasure and an honour to
help create a new understanding of the energy

Steve Morrice, John Raine and Duncan Birnie from Shell escorted the group
around the site which will be home to four work placements in total for each
student.

industry. This induction covers what it means to
be a Shell representative – our expectations and
ways of working. Over the course of the
programme the students will participate in community and college activities, attend industry visits and exhibitions and
it is important that everyone represents our values and behaviours.”
Student Andrew Howden commented, “As a trainee I would like to thank Shell for this opportunity to visit and tour the
St Fergus gas terminal complex. It was interesting and really informative as all the various operations were explained
to the group.
“The staff were very willing to answer any questions and explain the technology involved. The cleanliness and safety
procedures involved at the plant were first class.'

The sponsored Shell Engineering Scheme is offered by NESCol at Fraserburgh Campus and it is an intensive two
year fastrack course designed to meet the evolving needs of the energy industry. The programme consists of studying
four qualifications – Performing Engineering Operations Level 2; National Certificate in Engineering Systems; Higher
National Certificate (HNC) in Measurement and Control and an HNC in Electrical Engineering – five days a week.

The students also provided support at Aden-een, The Shell Fireworks Parade 2016 earlier this month.
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